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Multinational Leather and Plastic
Merchant Conspiracy
By Sam Kolesar ~ Daily Bull

A source from inside the Global Leather and Plastic
Trade Administration (GLAPTA) has leaked sensitive
documents concerning the barefoot trend that has recently quieted down. According to the released documents the GLAPTA has been suppressing the most
extensive studies and their life altering findings.
One such study revealed that going barefoot not only
corrects most walking and lower back problems but it
noticeably reduces all forms of cancer and increased
school grades across the board. As one researcher jokingly remarked, it makes you better at math! Other tests
showed positive correlations between going barefoot
and appearing attractive to the opposite sex, having
a higher income, being more productive, and overall
quality of life. Some tests showed a few negative effects such as an increase in hippie tendencies and an
aversion to technology.
“The bosses had a hard time deciding if these negative
affects could be released but with held them to avoid
the question of ‘where did GLAPTA get this study?’”
said our inside source.
We contacted the leading organization for bare-footers: The Candid Barefoot Association (CBA) and spoke
with representative Barefoot Bob. His response to our
inside scoop was unsurprised and laid back. “Well we
always knew they had silenced most of the studies,
most of use here have participated in one or another of
them and noticed the lack of attention. But the corporate machine demands that money be made. So they
tell people they need shoes, and man, they listened.”
Barefoot Bob then spent half an hour showing us his
Grateful Dead memorabilia. Afterward we spoke about
see Celsius on back

Remember: the white stuff falling from the
sky is NOT cocaine
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True Life: Hit by a Logging Truck

Puzzle 1 (Medium, difficulty rating 0.52)

Sudoku

by Steve “Poppin’ Bottles” Smith ~ That Guy

After gruesome, laborious hours writing a paper about
mining in the UP that I promptly intend to eliminate from
my memory with copious binge drinking, it was time to
call it a night and head home. The cold October wind
tore through my hoodie and right to my bones on my
walk home from the library. Guess I picked the wrong
day to wear shorts. I was finally crashing after my sugar
rush from the fabulous Milk and Cookies Ceremony for
the 24/7 opening of the Library. I tried to contain myself, but I’ll be damned if I let free Double Stuffed Oreos
slip through my grasp.
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In a state of panic I lunged away, but the infernal steel
behemoth collided with my frame at full speed of 23
mph. As my body sailed through the air, I thought to myself, “So this is the end? I wish that I would have spent
see Kelvin on back
You are about to enter the realms of human beings. Be prepared for cruelty and kindness, for friendship and hatred. People are made of all possibilities and conditions.
–Oskan Witchfather
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“Curse you, Carl Blair, and all of the useless papers that
you assign,” I grumbled while trudging across campus,
when suddenly I noticed something that I had not seen
since last May. Snow. There it was, dancing and fluttering through the night air like a white girl on Molly. And
boy, did it have me mesmerized like a white girl.
The combination of my grogginess from bashing my
head into the keyboard for the past three hours mixed
with my fascination with the Snoughton weather put
me in an intense trance-like state. As I meandered my
way toward Highway 41, I began to hear a low drone.
However, I disregarded it as a side effect of the glistening intoxication that was falling from the sky. It was only
when I turned and saw headlights that I realized that I
had drifted right in the path of a logging truck!
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Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Real Food! Real Spices! Fresh Veggies!
Artisan Crusts! Tons of Toppings!
www.thestudiopizza.com
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Scrubs Drinking Game
by Resident Drunk

A while back, a few of my friends were watching reruns of Scrubs on a
Friday night. It didn’t take long for alcohol to make it’s way into the mix and
because Scrubs is arguably one of the best shows of yesteryear and drinking is the official sport of Michigan Tech, the two combined themselves and
the Scrubs Drinking Game was born!
The Rules are as follows:
1 Drink:
Whenever Dr. Kelso is eating a muffin
Whenever JD and Turk have a moment
Whenever Elliot refers to genitals as something else
Whenever Dr. Cox wears a Wings jersey
Tod gets a high five
Whenever Ted mentions his mom or something creepy about his life
Whenever Jordan and Dr. Cox exchange threats
2 Drinks:
Whenever you see Rowdy
Dr. Kelso references his gay son
Dr. Cox calls JD a men’s name
Whenever the Janitor mentions taxidermy
Whenever Laverne talks about Jesus
Whenever Doug is sucking on a sucker
Whenever a lead character is leading rounds
3 Drinks:
Whenever someone dies
Whenever JD has a day dream
Whenever a crash cart is used
Finish your drink:
Episode ends in something heartfelt
Whenever JD orders an Appletini
Whenever the Janitor is actually cleaning
Drink continuously:
Whenever JD and Turk do EAGLEEEEE!
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Get the Bull in your email daily! Send an email to
bull@mtu.edu with subject line “Add me to the list!”

from Celsius on front

some of the CBA’s professional partners: The Wicca and Druid Association
and a stay at home mothers support group. His only comments were his
insistence that everyone was welcome to be barefoot.
The GLAPTA also tried to stop the minimalist/zero drop movement. When
small businesses began creating and carrying shoes that moved closer to
being barefoot the movers of the shoe businesses saw a slippery slope.
After failing to stop the production of such shoes they have jumped on the
bandwagon but, as our source tells us, are trying to make such low quality
shoes as to drive people back to air cushioning. Is bare-footing the new
wonder movement? Or, like so many before it, will it fade away under the
weight of commerce.
from Kelvin on front

my last moments like fighting for freedom or doing blow off of a stripper
or something.” However, much to my surprise and delight, my landing was
soft and gentle, like landing on a snow cow’s belly. Bewildered, I looked
around and found myself in a snow bank. That which almost took my life
away saved it in the end, after all.
This shit would never happen if I went to Florida State.
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